
 
Due: May 29 

KCMS 6th Grade ELA- Week #7 
Response to Text 

 
Name:            Date:  
 
Write the kind of figurative language used in each sentence below: 
 
 
 
 

1. Maniac Magee’s heart was a cereal box. __________________ 
2. His sneaker soles flopped open like dog tongues. ________________ 
3. People didn’t just say “Hi” to strangers, out of the blue. __________________ 
4. He and Amanda were like a rock in a stream as people flowed to the left and right 

around them. __________________ 
5. The book came flapping like a wounded duck and fell at Jeffrey’s feet. ______________ 
6. Finsterwald’s backyard was a graveyard of baseballs and tennis balls. _______________ 
7. No one shoveled Finsterwald’s front steps, not even for a zillion dollar. ______________ 
8. Arnold Jones was a scared mouse in front of the open mouth of a python. 

____________ 
9. They hear something. A chittering. A chattering. A rattling. __________________ 
 
Find 1-2 sentences from Maniac Magee to support each statement. 
 
10. The East End lady did not like Maniac being in the East End. (Ch. 10) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
 
11. John McNab was not a typical 12 year old kid. (Ch. 7) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 
Writing Prompt:  
 
Directions: Respond to the question on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your response meets 
6th grade expectations and has text evidence. Unacceptable responses will include: I cannot make 
a connection, I do not know, I do not like this novel, I have read the novel before, etc.  
 

How can you connect to what you read in 
Chapters 30 - 34?  

 
 

Metaphor   Simile      Personification  Alliteration 
  Onomatopoeia     Idiom  Hyperbole 



 
Due: June 5th  

KCMS 6th Grade ELA- Week #8 
Response to Text 

Name:           Date:  
 
Write the kind of figurative language used in each sentence below: 
 
 
 
 

1. Arnold Jones took off like a horsefly from a swatter. ___________________ 
2. The ball just zoomed to the backstop. __________________ 
3. The kid walked away. Was he chickening out? ___________________ 
4. He was breathing like a picadored bull. ________________ 
5. McNab’s wiz could make the creek rise. _________________ 
6. A broom came down like a straw curtain between their faces. ________________ 
7. She was matching him eyeball for eyeball. __________________ 
8. The super slow stride slump shuffle slowed streets. _____________________ 
9. Even the dirt seemed to yelp with fear when McNab was on the mound. 

______________ 
10. To Amanda, the torn page was the broken wing of a bird. _______________________ 
 
Find 1-2 sentences from Maniac Magee to support each statement. 
 
11. Amanda Beale is very intelligent and studious. (Ch. 3) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. The Pickwells fed so many people at dinner, they couldn’t use a regular table. (Ch. 6) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
13. Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan hated each other. (Ch. 1) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Writing Prompt:  
Directions: Respond to the question on a separate sheet. Make sure your response meets 6th grade 
expectations and has text evidence. Unacceptable responses will include: My thinking hasn’t 
changed, I don’t know how others should be treated, It did not have an impact, I have already read 
this novel, etc. 
 

What specific impact has Chapters 35 - 40 
made to change how you treat others?  

 

Metaphor   Simile      Personification  Alliteration 
  Onomatopoeia     Idiom  Hyperbole 



1.

2. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan were both very allergic to strawberries.

Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan loved to go for long walks together.

When Jeffrey was seven years old, Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan told

Jeffrey that they couldn’t afford to take care of him any longer.

Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan hated one another, and they wouldn’t speak to one another.

3. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Jeffrey kicked Finsterwald’s old beat-up car.

Jeffrey unchained Finsterwald’s dog.

Jeffrey stretched out on Finsterwald’s front steps and opened his book to read.

Jeffrey walked inside Finsterwald’s house without even bothering to knock.

Maniac Magee End of Book Test
* Required

Write your name below.

For a time, Jeffrey lived with Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan. Choose the statement
about Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan that is TRUE. *

What did Jeffrey do after he rescued Arnold Jones from Finsterwald’s
backyard? *

4. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Jeffrey dropped the bat and caught the frog with his bare hands.

Jeffrey bunted the frog

Jeffrey smacked the frog out to right field.

Jeffrey popped the frog straight up in the air to center field and over the fence.

5. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Mars Bar had torn a page out of one of Amanda’s books.

Mars Bar had lied to Amanda about having his own library card.

Mars Bar had taken Amanda’s bike without permission.

Mars Bar wouldn’t stop asking Amanda to do his homework for him.

6. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Chocolate

Pizza

Peanuts

Strawberries

What did Jeffrey do when John McNab pitched him a frog instead of a ball? *

Why did Amanda get angry at Mars Bar? *

To what was Maniac allergic? *



7. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Mysteries

Gardening books

The encyclopedia

Books about animals

8. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac was pushing Hester and Lester on the swings at the park.

Maniac was playing in the water that came out of the uncapped fire hydrant.

Maniac was sitting on the Beales’ front porch, reading a book.

Maniac was riding his bike down the street.

9. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac saw Hester and Lester fighting with a bunch of kids from across the street.

Maniac saw an ambulance in front of the Beales’ house.

Maniac saw that someone had thrown a rock through the window of the Beales’ living
room.

Maniac saw Mrs. Beale out front with the yellow bucket, scrubbing words off the front of
the house.

What did Amanda spend a lot of time reading? *

What was Maniac doing when he heard a voice calling him Whitey? *

What did Maniac see when he got back to the Beales’ house after running one
morning? *

10. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac took off his shoes and socks.

Maniac fainted

Maniac took a nap.

Maniac stood up, put his hand over his heart, and sang “The Star Spangled Banner.”

11. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Someone threw some raw eggs at Amanda.

Someone took Amanda’s bike and threw it into the lake.

Someone taped a sign to Amanda’s back that said: “Amanda Wants to Be White.”

Someone ripped up Amanda’s encyclopedia.

12. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Grayson’s spitball

Grayson’s stopball

Grayson’s curveball

Grayson’s fastball

What surprising thing did Maniac do in the middle of untying Cobble’s Knot?
*

What happened to Amanda on the day that Maniac untied Cobble’s Knot? *

Which one of Grayson’s pitches was Maniac unable to hit out of the infield? *



13. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac took Grayson to the hospital.

Maniac helped Grayson get a new job.

Maniac taught Grayson how to read.

Maniac helped Grayson find his grown daughter.

14. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac and Grayson went to Grayson’s sister’s house for dinner.

Maniac and Grayson went to watch a high school football game.

Maniac and Grayson worked in the soup kitchen at Grayson’s church

Maniac and Grayson spent the day at the hospital.

15. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Maniac wanted to paint a sky filled with stars on the ceiling of the band shell.

Maniac wanted to paint a path from the door of the band shell to the supply shed.

Maniac wanted to paint a picture of Grayson.

Maniac wanted to paint the numbers “101” on the outside of the door to the band shell.

What did Maniac do for Grayson? *

What did Maniac and Grayson do on Thanksgiving Day? *

Why did Maniac ask Grayson for some paint? *

16. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

The Park Superintendent told Maniac that Grayson was dead.

Grayson’s sister, Gloria, came to the band shell and knocked on the door. As soon as
Maniac saw Gloria standing there crying, he knew that Grayson was dead.

Maniac woke up one morning in the band shell, and Grayson wasn’t moving. Maniac
took Grayson’s hand. It was cold. Maniac knew that Grayson was dead.

Maniac had fixed dinner, and he was waiting for Grayson to come home from work.
When two hours had passed, and Grayson didn’t show up, Maniac knew that Grayson was
dead

17. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Piper and Russell told Jeffrey that they were looking for gold.

Piper and Russell told Jeffrey that they were digging a hole to China

Piper and Russell told Jeffrey that they were on their way to Mexico.

Piper and Russell told Jeffrey that they were running away from a mean policeman who
wanted to put them in jail.

18. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Jeffrey found out that Piper and Russell were both allergic to pizza.

Jeffrey found out that Giant John McNab was Piper and Russell’s big brother.

Jeffrey found out that Piper and Russell were fluent in both English and Spanish.

Jeffrey found out that Piper and Russell weren’t really brothers. In fact, they weren’t
related at all.

How did Maniac find out that Grayson was dead? *

What did Piper and Russell tell Jeffrey when they first met? *

What did Jeffrey find out about Piper and Russell that surprised him? *



19. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Jeffrey stood in Finsterwald’s backyard for ten minutes.

Jeffrey taught Piper and Russell how to throw a stopball.

Jeffrey built Piper and Russell a treehouse.

Jeffrey ate a worm

20. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

Jeffrey was so weak that halfway through the race, he collapsed on the ground.

Mars Bar won the race

Mars Bar fell and twisted his ankle.

Jeffrey beat Mars Bar running backwards

21. 5 points

Mark only one oval.

The McNabs were getting ready for when the Cobras attacked.

The McNabs were getting ready for when the police came and tried to take them all
away to jail.

The McNabs were getting ready for when the East Enders revolted.

The McNabs were making a place for their dogs to sleep at night.

PART B: Persuasive Writing
Prompt

 To be persuasive is to be good at making people think a 
certain way.  

What was one of the things that Jeffrey did to get Piper and Russell to go to
school for a week? *

What happened when Jeffrey and Mars Bar had a race? *

Why were the McNabs building a pillbox in their dining room? *

22. 100 points

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Write a persuasive passage in which you try to convince your readers that
they should either read or not read Maniac Magee. Make sure to include
reasons for why you think the story is good or bad using examples from
the text. For example, if you tell your readers that the story is funny, tell
them about something funny in the book. (Make sure you are submitting a
6th-grade acceptable response!) *Use complete sentences. Complete on
separate paper. *

 Forms


